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A Sector Scanner for Real Time Two-Dimensional
Echocardiography
By JAMES M. GRIFFITH, M.S.E.E.

AND

WALTER L. HENRY, M.D.

SUMMARY
During the past several years one-dimensional pulse-echo ultrasound techniques have proven extremely
useful in cardiac diagnosis. A one-dimensional system, however, only visualizes structures lying along a
single straight line. The spatial relationships of the various cardiac structures are therefore not so easily
defined as with two-dimensional systems which display the heart by constructing a plane image composed of
many straight lines. We have developed a sector scanning system for obtaining twordimensional echocardiograms in real time using ultrasonic pulse-echo techniques. Images are produced by angling rapidly a
single transducer through a 30-degree sector from a fixed spot (between ribs) on the patient's chest. Thirty
complete sectors (or frames) are produced per second. The use of a large diameter transducer ensures that
signal strength is good and cardiac structures, including endocardium, can be visualized. Other advantages
include high transducer sensitivity, real time imaging and easy visualization of various regions of the heart.
Experience with more than 100 patients indicates that diagnostic quality two-dimensional echocardiograms
can be readily obtained in essentially the same patients from whom one-dimensional echocardiograms are
recorded and can usually be performed in less time.
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DURING THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS

typically used for one-dimensional applications. It has three
major components: (a) hand-held scanner, (b) video display
and (c) video recorder (fig. 1).

one-

dimensional pulse-echo ultrasound techniques
have proven extremely useful in cardiac diagnosis.'-4
A one-dimensional system, however, only measures
distances to structures lying along a single straight
line. Cardiac anatomy is therefore not so easily
defined as with two-dimensional systems, which
simultaneously measure distances along many straight
lines comprising a plane. Several systems'5`20 have
been described for obtaining two-dimensional
echocardiograms. None, however, has combined the
advantages of a high sensitivity, narrow beam
transducer, real time imaging, and a simple method
for controlling the section of the heart being viewed.
This paper describes the design of a system that includes these features. Subsequent publications will
describe specific clinical applications.'

Hand-Held Scanner

The hand-held scanner consists of the ultrasound
transducer (which both transmits and receives ultrasonic
signals), an angle indicator, and a small feedback-regulated
DC motor. The transducer reciprocates continuously
through a 30-degree sector at a rate of 15 cycles/sec. Each
complete cycle results in the generation of two separate 30degree sectors (i.e., one sector is visualized as the transducer
moves from left to right and another from right to left),
providing 30 separate frames (or sectors) per second. In addition, the transmitter is pulsed at a rate of 2 KHz; therefore
each frame consists of 66 separate ultrasound signal lines.
The angular motion is produced by a small DC motor connected to the transducer via a crank and lever system (figs. 2
and 3).
The angular position of the probe is monitored continuously by the angle indicator (a rotary variable differential transformer) attached to the motor through a
mechanical linkage identical to that driving the transducer.
The electrical signal generated by the indicator therefore is
alwavs proportional to the transducer orientation. A
tachometer-feedback system regulates motor speed so that
the frame rate does not change appreciably with variations
in contact force between the transducer and patient.
The use of a 12 mm diameter ultrasound transducer
results in high quality images; low intensity echoes, e.g.,
from endocardium, can be detected easily. In addition, the
probe is not angled faster than 1.4 degrees/msec and
therefore the transducer angle changes no more than 0.7
degrees during a transmit and receive cycle (a transmit and

System Design
The scanning system uses the pulse-echo technique with a
single ultrasonic transducer or probe (Aerotech 2.25 MHz,
12 mm diameter) and receiver (Ekoline 20A), the same types
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Figure 1
I)iagrammrratic repre sen tation of the .sector scannirtg systenl. Tire
rlitoasorrloc/ tratrrsitdurr reciprocates tilrongir a 3)-degree sector of
tltw lieart. Signals froi thre scannter are processed anid fed to the
idly)(/dislpr lys that tire cross-sectionr of tire heart is vistCalized. The
teltn i.sii (scaoiera records tire inmage on ridcho tape. T1e iroiage is
.si/).setW til/ Eil'ltt'iwd 011 tilt teleisEioi mtonitor.

receive eycle is 0,5 irsetC). Sinice a 12 mm probe lias a 6
degree bearn width, there is no signiificalt signal loss or distortion causedl by the scarninig motioni; arid resolution, axiallv and radially, is essentially the same as in the typical
onled-limenisionial svstemii. Moreover, the sector genieration
rate of 30/sec is fast enouigh to prevent flicker in the image.
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slinusoidal fashioni, e.g., the bIeam moves most rapidly
throuigh thel sectors center and then slower at the sides.
Altlhotughi a more complex drive system might make the line
density more even, the present scan pattern does not requiire
special signal pr)cessinig for the side portions.
a

V ideo Recording

Each uiltrasonic sector or frame is composed of 66 separate
lintes. An ideal recording system woutld provide some means
of suimminig each set of 66 lines as a separate frame. This
could be donebiy uising a movie camera like the NMilliken
Model DB\l-16 which has a film pull-dowrn time of about
ueri msec. Sirce the ptull-down could be externally synclronized to occur at the edge of a frame, only two of the 66
lines xsould he lost. A canmera of this type, however, is expensive arid niot easilv available. A closed circuit television
s stern, Lutilizinig a television camera, television monitor and
video tape recor(ler was therefore used (fig. 1). In our
systein, the camiera is foctised on the video display and its
output is recorded on video tape. At the present stage of
lesvelopment, the video recorder fields (60/sec) are not synchronizeid with the scan frames (30/sec). In practice, this
dliffereince in frame rate and lack of svnchronization is not
seriouis l)ecatuse of b)oth the decav time in the video display

arid the inihereint initegratior of the television camera.
\lthough a systerm of this txpe cloes not record exactly one,
ultrasonic frame on one video framiie, it does allow images of
fast movinig structures, like the miiitral valve, to he recorded
accuiratelv. A signiificanit advantage of the video tape system

XVidco Displav

The echoes received from the scanrned sector are

electronricallv processed anid displayed on a cathode ray
tul)e. Patterns are prodduced by electronically syvrchronizing
the cathode rav tube bearn and the probe angle so that the
position of the hearm is alwaxs proportional to the position
fronm whlich the echoes are received. The echo signal
amplitri(le is uisedl to modulate beam intensity, thus
genierating the image (fig. 4). For example, a pulse is
emitted and received along line A1. The angle indicator
genierates an electrical signal proportional to anigle a, wx hicih
is fed inito a circuit that reprodduces the received tiltrasound
signial on the video dlisplay alonig line B1 at an angle th, The
eireuit has beer clesigned so that angle a equals angle 0. By
aniglinig the prolbe from A1 to A,, and simultaneouisly
genierating linres B1 to BA6 on the video display, a complete
30-degree sector imnage (or frame) is produced.
The crank andcl lever arrangement angles the transducler in
<
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Figure 2
D)irgra maftic rcplJrcse,fntctiori of tile lrcarid-leld scannier. AX
c
tacit)lt1er-jcecli)clk
Jregrdlcatecd IC mTotor c/rices cs crcank arid leemp
sri4ste lohich cauglcs tihe rltrc(sorttrd tratStllsdicel in c reciprocating
oratziner tilrrotigir a .30-degrees sector. lire atigie iridiccxtor is driven
sirioiiltcVll(c.lri//)lb atil ic/critical inrechinaictl llkigceanid gerrercaes (it
(clctriccl signrdl prop)ortiorrtdl to tire tranrsdnic.er angle.

Figure 3
Photograph silolcilrg sccinner' actiulshircpe arid positioning on the
cilcst. Patitlt is stipinle reitil irecad tat tire to;) of fie pictnlre; the
sccanricr is orierttncl to sctnr alonig the left rnuctriicil(ir long axits,
XltirolIgh patients crc aincrre of the tra7nsdnsclser s rocking mrotion,
tliler cc riot fintl it lmpllltOlltat.
(Circulartion I V alru'
1n
XLX, jrer 19194
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Figure 4
Lines itn (le fivo-(litiodini siontal imnage

are

generated seuititiaUllyi

Whet/in/traiihsdee is direled aloIng line X,, (lie sigtial processor
generates 1inc 131 on dlie videodlisplail. As tie trarnsdnecr is rota(icd
thironig/i the '30-degree sector to linie A6X the display line8 is
/ .socpt thlronigh fic? sectfor to linc B3 f.
siiiinltaiieonsul

over filrmi is that (lata are available for inistanit replay and
analvsis. sloxss miotion anid stop framte, plaI-back are
emlloyvc]. In addlition, analog channiiels are available for
sinitiltateo(ultslxl recording ECG, presstsres, 1)1o0(1 flosw, or
Vxoiee.

Results

Txvo images, shoxwn in figures 5 and 6, were obtaiined vith the sector scaniner oriented parallel to the

iX't~~~~
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left venitricuilar long axis in a normal subject. The
scanner vas directed so that both the aortic and mitral
valves were seein simultaneously. Figure 5 is one of the
frames obtained during diastole which shows the aortic valve closed; the mitral valve open. The anterior
leaflet is near the ventricular septum; the posterior
leaflet is adjacenit to the posterior left ventricular wall.
The pictu.re in figure 6 is one of the frames obtained
duiriing systole; the aortic valve is open and the mitral
valve is closed. The head of the papillary muscles, the
apposedl mitral leaflets, and the mitral valve ring are
clearly visible. In figures 7, 8, and 9 the scanner was
rotated 900 so that the scanned sector is perpendicular
to the left ventricular long axis. The cross-sections
show the heart as if it were viewed from the apex; that
is, the patients chest is at the top and his left side is at
the right. Figure 7 images the left ventricle during
late systole at the level of the papillary muscles. The
septum, papillary muiscles, and posterior wall are
demonstrated. Figulre 8 was obtained by scanning
arnother inormal subject at a slightly higher level, thus
(lisplaying septtm, anterior and posterior mitral
leaflets, and posterior wall. Finally, figure 9 was obtaimied at the level of the aortic root. The aorta and left
atriuim are in cross-section, the aortic valve is closed,
ancl the right ventricular outflow tract cturves obliqueovover the aorta.

.

Figure 5
1)ia.stolic frcaiie obtaince bIi scanning ai iiornidl liecirt parcillel to thi
left eiitricnulcr long axis showts i/ic closed ior tic cdlve arid open
iitrcal cilvte 1'/Iic sc/min is seen to ciarronw cis it joins tle ciortci.
AMI/ cinterior mitrcl 1lecilct;,A0) aorta: ,AoV aortic val/re.
posterior mitral
I.X le=lft cfrinniti; I'M papillari monsele; IVMII
cI f
t9I
lecficf;
r.iglit ueiitriclle: S rent rieiar
posteiior wall;
=

=

=

=

sp11iii11i.
( iii

laiiii

m
Volu/m

XLiX, /Ilmuc 1.97

Figure 6
so
toe
Systolic ]ramnc froni .s1 n/c t o/)taiiiedl by scanning pxrcdllel
to fic left c critricular lonig axis s/ios f(lie opeii ciortic' tv/re cidci
i
closecd mitral va/.r
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Figure 7
limge oblitciinel cit earl systole by1/ scanniiing a normial hecart
perpeindicular to the left ventricular lotng axis at the lreiloic the
7I he sept urn, tenitri('/lar caivity, pcpillary
papiillaryI nsc i.s
muscles. amid postemior talIl are shwn 'I'lie posterior ciill thickness8
na eijiS dilby obserming several cardiac c y/cles cic acljusting the
dic
rcanpping,
.

Figure 8
11iage obtained i(t iiid-cldiastole by scamninmg anotlher Inormlal subllject
p)erlpendicu'2ilar to) thl left venltrinclar long axis cit thlc level of th1
mn itrai leflet

Experience with over 100 subjects, age two moniths
to sixty years, hias not shown any particular grouip
more difficult to stuldy than another.

Discussion

The desirabilitv of viewing the heart ultrasonically
two-dimensions has been recognized for some time.
The system described meets the requirements of a
scanner for clinical use. Examination is done in real
time, u.sing a hand-held scanner; an operator watches
the video display and simultaneously adjusts the
scanner position until the heart section to be viewed is
displaved. The section can be chosen at any orientation relative to the heart's major and minor axes. By
slowly altering the scanner orierntation, it is possible to
visualize specific structures and accurately determine
their relationships to other cardiac structures.
Moreover, the 30-per-second frame rate prevents
flicker in the display, an important operator consideration, and allows vistualization of fast moving cardiac
strtuctures. Acouistic coupling between the scanner and
the chest is provided by a layer of transmission gel.
The tilting mirror system'5 and the time-gated, nonreal time systems16"-9 have been uiseful but are rather
in

Figure 9
D)iastolic fiamcii obtciinecld hy scanning a nlormnal hleart perpeldicutlar
to thic left ventricular lobg cxis cit the level of the origir oj the grecit
airterics. TFhe aortic Icaflets are closed and the right venitricalcir otntflo. fracict is scen to curve obliqiiely/ aroticid thleC ciortci.
(in itim
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cumbersome and time-consuming for routine clinical
use. For example, 50 or more separate cardiac cycles
are used to compose one frame in the time-gated
systems. Further, it may be necessary to repeat this
procedure several times in order to visualize the
region of interest or to obtain frames from a different
phase of the cardiac cycle. Obviously, patients with
atrial fibrillation are particularly difficult to study with
this method. Since our system allows visualization of
30 frames per second, the problems of a nonreal time
system are overcome and observations can be made
easily and rapidly.
The multi-element ultrasound system20 is similar to
our system in that it generates real time images and is
quite simple to use. There are, however, several
differences between the two. First, the sector scanner
described in this paper employs a larger transducer
with concomitant greater sensitivity and resolution
than the small transducers used in the multi-element
equipment. Second, our system generates 30 complete
frames per second of 66 ultrasound data lines each,
whereas the multi-element system generates 160
frames per second of 20 lines each. Clinical use thus
far suggests that the increased number of data lines
produces images of improved detail without
significantly impairing the capability for visualizing
the motion of rapidly moving cardiac structures. Since
our system is designed to function from a small spot
on the chest (between ribs), the signal absorption and
distortion that may occur when a transducer is placed
over ribs or lung are minimized. As with a onedimensional system, however, about 10 percent of the
patients cannot be studied because of chest configuration or lung location. The increased sensitivity, increased number of data lines per frame and
diminished signal distortion have been gained,
however, with some sacrifice. For instance, the region
of the heart being visualized decreases as one nears
the chest wall. The multi-element system allows a
much greater area to be visualized near the chest wall
and as a result may produce better definition of the
right ventricle. The area limitation of the sector scanning system, however, does not affect left ventricular
image quality. In this region of the heart the increased
sensitivity and increased number of data lines per
frame of the sector scanning system provide images of
improved definition.
Although our system is at an early stage of development, we believe that two-dimensional echocardiography will prove to be an extremely useful tool for
cardiac diagnosis. It allows a large portion of the left
ventricle to be visualized safely and painlessly without
the discomfort and risk associated with cardiac
catheterization. Since radiopaque dye is not used, the
Circulation, N'oluroue XLIX, June 1974
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arrhythmias and depression of myocardial contractility that commonly occur following the injection of
dye are not present. Moreover, it is possible to
visualize an unlimited number of consecutive cardiac
cycles, as compared to the limitation to five or six consecutive cycles for conventional angiography. Another
feature is the capability of visualizing minor axis crosssections of the heart at several levels. For example, the
cross-section of the heart at the level of the great
vessels (fig. 9) clearly demonstrates the normal
relationship of the great vessels, i.e., the right ventricular outflow tract is seen in longitudinal view to
curve anterior to the cross-sectioned aorta (viewed as a
circle.) Experience thus far has demonstrated that this
image is characteristic of normally related great
vessels and that the abnormal anatomy associated
with such congenital malformations as transposition
complexes, pulmonary atresia, and truncus arteriosus
can be visualized clearly.21 If the heart is crosssectioned at a lower level (fig. 8), the complete mitral
valve orifice can be seen. Cross-sectioning the left
ventricle below the mitral leaflets enables viewing and
assessment of papillary muscle architecture (fig. 7).
Experience with more than 100 patients indicates that
diagnostic quality, two-dimensional echocardiograms
can be painlessly obtained in essentially the same
patients from whom one-dimensional echocardiograms are recorded. Moreover, two dimensional
studies can usually be performed in less time. We are
presently exploring other research and clinical
applications that are made feasible by this technique.
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